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Samuel H. Kress was born in Pennsylvania in 1863. At age 33, he opened the first S.H.Kress & 

Co. Five- and Ten-Cent Store in Memphis, Tennessee; the popular store eventually expanded to 

a chain in 264 locations throughout the southern and western United States.  A lifelong bachelor, 

Kress began collecting old master paintings after his health forced him to relinquish the daily 

responsibilities of his business to his brothers Claude and Rush. Eventually Kress, in 

consultation with his primary advisor and dealer Count Alessandro Contini-Bonacossi, embarked 

on the ambitious plan to acquire a work by every known Italian master. He eventually assembled 

a collection of over 1400 paintings, in addition to sculptures, medals, and decorative arts.  

In a stunning example of philanthropy, the Kress Collection was donated to scores of regional 

and academic art museums throughout the United States between 1929 and 1961, with the single 

largest donation reserved for the National Gallery of Art in Washington D.C. 

The Samuel H. Kress Foundation, established 1929, sustains and carries out the vision of its 

founder. The Foundation makes grants in defined program areas and offers professional 

development fellowships for historians of art and architecture, art conservators and historic 

preservation professionals, art museum curators and educators, and art librarians. 

 The Foundation has generously granted the National Gallery of Art funds to support the Kress 

Collection Provenance Research Project, the goal of which is the on-line publication of current, 

searchable, documented provenance information for paintings in the Samuel H. Kress Collection, 

and the assessment of that information in order to formulate an efficient provenance research 

plan. My presentation will provide an overview of the project. The contents of the Kress 

Collection, and further information about the Foundation, can be found at: 

www.kressfoundation.org 
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